Economic fabrication of a novel hybrid planar Grating/Fresnel lens for miniature spectrometers.
We propose a new technique to fabricate a highly specialized optical element, a hybrid planar Grating/Fresnel lens (G-Fresnel), which is particularly useful to improve or enable more-affordable miniature/portable spectrometers. Both the Fresnel and the grating surface are fabricated simultaneously by sandwiching soft PDMS between a hard grating and a pre-replicated negative Fresnel surface. Several adhesion reduction techniques are also investigated that help improve both fabrication and cost efficiency (by reducing the solidification time) as well as the lifetime of the mold. Alignment errors are systematically analyzed, and their effects on the G-Fresnel lens evaluated. A compact fabrication platform was built, which is smaller than a volume of 160☓140☓106 mm3 to fit into a conventional vacuum drying oven, for the fabrication of a G-Fresnel lens with a diameter of 25.4 mm, an equivalent focal length of 25 mm, and a blazed grating pattern with 600 lines/mm spacing. The solidification time was reduced to 2 hours thanks to the improved adhesion reduction technique that permits a PDMS drying-temperature as high as 65 °C. The fabricated G-Fresnel lens was evaluated with regard to both geometrical fabrication precision and optical performance. The measured results, using a step gauge and atomic force microscopy, confirm that this replication technique produces high-quality replicates of the master surface-profile. Furthermore, a prototype spectrometer that uses a G-Fresnel lens was built and evaluated. The spectrometer fits within a volume of about 100 mm☓50 mm☓30 mm, and it operates across a wide wavelength spectrum (450 nm to 650 nm). Both the calculation based on the optical software ZEMAX and the experimental measurements are consistent and confirm that the spectrometer with the G-Fresnel lens can provide a spectral resolution of better than 1.2nm.